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For many of us in academia, The Chronicle of Higher Education is a

te1
L

source for information about our academic community. The issue of Seotem-
IN

r--4 ber 6, 1977 (Vol. XV, No. 1) has a table of salaries for administrators in
C:1

its fact-file section. The table lists a variety of college/university

officers and gives average salaries for each. We will concentrate on two

officers: the president or chancellor and the chief academic officer. For

public universities the combined salary for these two officers is $91,097;

for public four-year colleges $74,906; for private universities $102,063;

and for private four-year colleges $57,189. It is safe to assume that many

colleges and all universities also have other line academic administrators

like deans. The Chronicle gives no data for such other academic administra-

tors. It is also safe to assume that the two chief administrators referred

to above have sizeable staff with significant salaries.

Education costs a lot of money. The October 25, 1977 number if the

Chronicle (Volume XV, No. 8) contains a listing of expenditures for higher

education state by state. California had the highest gross appropriation

at $1,961,525,000 and New Hampshire has the lowest gross at $22,859,000.

Per capita expenditures range from a high of $165.75 for Alaska to a low of

$27,81 for New Hampshire. Appropriations per $1,000 of personal income

range from a high $17.83 for Utah to a low of $4.63 for New Hampshire. One

Q4 conclusion that can be drawn from these data is that New Hampshire ranks
<3

<3 last in all categories reported. One might be leery of seeking employment

.4\

in New Hampshire also.
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Given that we as a country spend billions of dollars per annum for

higher education and given that salaries for high level administrators are

quite substantial, this paper addresses itself to the question of account-

ability of administrators. But we raise the question of accountability in

d somewhat different way than usual. We are not addressing ourselves to

questions about the products of higher education directly. We address our-

selves to a more general question of the philosophy of administration that

is exhibited on so many campuses in our country. Th.! Chronicle weekly la-

ports crises on campuses involving administrative decisions that have been

challenged by faculty and/or students. Why are administrators paid substan-

tial salaries when so much intramural conflict exists?

We propose one possible answer to this question. And our answer sug-

gests that or,e of the main causes for such conflict is a misconception of

and/or confusion about a variety of functions all of which are labelled ad-

ministrative tasks. We propose at least three different administrative

tasks: management, administration per se, and leadership. We argue that

much of the conflict on our campuses occurs because many administrators and

faculty and students focus their attention on the first two tasks and seldom

focus on the last task.

The management task as defined herewith concerns itself primarily with

the economic affairs of a campus. The management task concerns accounting

for the use of funds in a business sense. Most campuses have a business of-

ficer of some sort, but the chief academic officer as well as the chief ad-

ministrator often have significant input into business affairs and usually

have some approval power fot the budget.

It is often the case that academic administrators have little or no

formal training in accounting, economics, or business. We can only speculate
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on the problems caused by this lack of knowledge. Lest there be some mistake

we are not arguing that academic administrators should not have decision

making authority for financial affairs of the campus. We are arguing that

academic officers do not have expertise ex officio for the detailed issues

involved in financial matters. Our experience has been that many academic

administrators delight in manipulating budgets and checking forms that have

little or no relation to their capabilities or experience. The chancellor

at our campus is reputed to check the addition for all travel requests.

Such travel requests require six (6) different signatures. This concentration

on management /accountability too often seems to be the focus of academic ad-

ministrators.

The stcond task mentioned is administration per se. This task is pri-

marily executive execution of already existing policies and procedures. A

legal/legislative analogy may be helpful in explaining the administrative

task. It is not uncommon for the Congress to pass legislation creating an

administrative agency which agency then develops specific rules and regula-

tions concern the area of jurisdiction assigned by legislation. As we use

the term administration ptr se we are claiming that this administration task

has no authority to create new policies or procedures and could easily be

filled by an executive director or executive secretary type of position.

This executive d'rector would handle the routinc and mundane affairs of the

campus and would have to defer to either a board of trustees or the faculty

for policy or personnel decisions of any import. This executive director

would be more of a staff position than a line position. Such an executive

director would manage te non-financial aspects of the college or university.

In reality many campus already have individuals who do tasks similar to
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what we have called administration uer se. The individuals have titles like

"assistant to the president" or "administrative assistant to the vice-

chancellor for academic affairs." These individuals need not be faculty mem-

bers and are often sought from either the legal profession or the business

community.

The third task of administration we have called leadership. Leadership

is not an easy concept to define and various theories of leadership have been

proposed. At least three theories of leadership bear mentioning: the traits

theory, che situation theory, and the group theory. The first theory claims

that certain characteristics or traits can be identified which are essential

to leadership, e.g., empathy, intelligence, etc. The second theory claims

that conditions in a particular situation determine what constitutes leader-

ship. The third theory claims that leadership is ultimately determined by

the constituency which is led such that which individual actually leads is of

.little importance.

A variety of research has been done on the notion of leadership and

some is worth mentioning. Hemphill, Coons, and Halpin have worked out a

Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ) a:Id have found that leader

behavior fall into two categories: 1) Initiating Structure in Interaction,

and 2) Consideration.

Initiating Structure refers to the leader's behavior in delineating

the relationship between himsel and the members of the work-group,

and in endeavoring to establish well-defined patterns of organiza-
tion, channels of communication, and methods of procedure. Consid-

eration refers to behavior indicative of friendship, mutual trust,
respect, and warmth in the relationship between the leader and the

members of his staff.'

Getzels and Guba have produced the well-known models of leader be-

havior: 1) the nomothetic model; 2) the ideographic model; and 3) the trans-

actional behavior model. Research in higher education/administration has
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been done by Hodgkinson and Mieth, Richman and Farmer, and Kauffman.

The research into leadership, is fairly extensive. We mention it but

will not discuss it. We focus on the broader issue of leadership as exempli-

fied by models such as McGregor's Theory X and Theory Y. We take it as ob-

vious that Y type administration is more desirable than X type administration.

At the risk of oversimplification, a Theory Y leader assumes, takes it for

granted, believes that people are capable of autonomous activity and that

autonomy entails responsibility. As Carl Rogers says:

The task of the administrator is to so arrange the organizational
conditions and methods of operation that people can best achieve
their own goals by also furthering the jointly defined goals of
the institution. [Getzels and Guba's transactional behavior.]
The administration finds that his [her] work consists primarily
of removing obstacles such as "red tape," of creating opportuni-
ties where teachers, and students and administrators (including
himself) [herself] can freely use their potential, of encouraging
growth and change, and of creating a climate in which each person
can believe that his [her]potential is valued, his [her] capacity
for responsibility is trusted, his [her] creative abilities
prized.

Simone de Beauvoir defines ethics as the "triumph of freedom over

facticity." An administrator in the leadership task is :oncerned with the

situation of the academic community not its freedom--in the sense that the

community's freedom cannot and ought not to be controlled.

Implied in the notion of freedom is the notion that persons are respon-

sible agents, can and must make decisions riot only concerning their academic

situation but also their non-academic setting. Thus, it is inconsistent for

administrator to have authority for making decisions concerning the aca-

demic community without that community being able to determine its own future.

Also it is inconsistent for the authority for making decisions to be far re-

moved from the community. Recall that we earlier mentioned a travel form

that required six signaturLs before the travel was authorized.
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What we are arguing for is an organizational chart that is horizontal

in nature as opposed to vertical. And we Are also arguing for as much decen-

tralization as possible. An academic community must have at least the auth-

ority to remove an administrator who does not encourag,; and facilitate freedom.

Ideally, administrators as leaders would not have authority granted to

them by a Board or by the office held but by the community because of leader-

ship behavior. There is a great amount of risk involved in such an adminis-

trative model both for the community and for the administrator. However, the

alternative of paternalistic or materialistic decision making is unacceptable

for a community of human beings. Our model of administration suggests that

leadership is the only ultimately important task of administration and that

each of us is compelled to exhibit leadership behavior and finally that ad-

ministration as leadership cannot and should rest with one individual or a

group of individuals but with the community as a whole.

An analysis of why colleges and/or universities pay relatively high

salaries for administrators is another question. We have sketched a model

for administration. The dysfunction of that model leads us to a paper on

academic pathology--a paper worth writing but a paper not covered by the pur-

poses of the present paper.
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